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Functionally distinct inhibitory neurons at the first
stage of visual cortical processing
Judith A Hirsch1, Luis M Martinez2, Cinthi Pillai1, Jose-Manuel Alonso3, Qingbo Wang1 &
Friedrich T Sommer4
Here we explore inhibitory circuits at the thalamocortical stage of processing in layer 4 of the cat’s visual cortex, focusing on the
anatomy and physiology of the interneurons themselves. Our immediate aim was to explore the inhibitory mechanisms that
contribute to orientation selectivity, perhaps the most dramatic response property to emerge across the thalamocortical synapse.
The broader goal was to understand how inhibitory circuits operate. Using whole-cell recording in cats in vivo, we found that
layer 4 contains two populations of inhibitory cells defined by receptive field class—simple and complex. The simple cells were
selective for stimulus orientation, whereas the complex cells were not. Our observations help to explain how neurons become
sensitive to stimulus orientation and maintain that selectivity as stimulus contrast changes. Overall, the work suggests that
different sources of inhibition, either selective for specific features or broadly tuned, interact to provide appropriate
representations of elements within the environment.

There is little doubt that inhibition is centrally involved in visual cortical function, but there is much debate about what its precise role
might be. Despite great interest and progress in the subject to date1–4,
our knowledge about inhibitory circuitry in visual cortex remains
modest. Thus, we concentrated on exploring visual processing at the
level of the interneurons themselves. Our focus was the earliest, or
thalamocortical, stage of integration, where transformations in feature detection are famously pronounced5. Here, for the first time in
the geniculostriate pathway, cells become able to resolve basic properties of a visual stimulus, such as orientation5, and to preserve that
selectivity as stimulus contrast changes6,7. In addition, studies of l
ayer 4 are suited to comparison with those of inhibitory cells in
somatosensory cortex, where response properties of interneurons are
best understood8–10. The approach that we took was whole-cell
recording in vivo with dye-filled electrodes combined with automated
visual stimulation. The technique provided a way to characterize neural receptive fields and responses as well as to establish anatomical
position and class1,3,11–13. Although interneurons are rare12 and usually small12, over time we were able to assemble a functional picture of
inhibitory circuits that originate in cortical layer 4.
Before describing specific inhibitory contributions to cortical
response pattern, it is important to provide a brief description of the
physiology of layer 4. There, neurons divide into two main classes,
simple and complex5,14; both types of cell receive direct thalamic
input15,16. Simple cells, the majority5,14, have receptive fields built of
parallel, adjacent On and Off subregions in which stimuli of the
opposite contrast evoke responses of the inverse sign, an arrangement known as push-pull5,14,17–19. Complex cells make up approxi-

mately a quarter of the layer15,20; these cells lack segregated subregions5,14. For complex cells in layer 4, stimuli of either polarity
evoke excitation throughout the receptive field 15,20—an arrangement known as push-push.
As the push-pull structure for the simple receptive field forms
the basis for a prominent class of models of orientation selectivity19, it is important to understand how that field is built. Many
studies using cats suggest that the push, or excitation, originates
from On and Off center relay cells whose receptive fields tile the On
and Off subregions of the simple receptive fields5,16–18,21,22. The
pull is commonly thought to stem from inhibitory simple cells
whose subregions are shaped like those of their postsynaptic targets
but have the opposite sign17,19,22, though alternative models have
been proposed23–25. We investigated whether such inhibitory simple cells exist and found that they do; as predicted, these cells had
receptive fields and orientation tuning properties that mirror those
of their excitatory counterparts.
With almost the same frequency as we recorded from interneurons
with simple receptive fields, we recorded from ones with complex
receptive fields. The complex interneurons differed from their simple
neighbors both in receptive field structure and orientation selectivity.
Specifically, the complex cells were largely insensitive to stimulus
angle, much like their thalamic inputs. These complex cells are likely
to play distinctive roles in processing, for example, providing a substrate for mechanisms of gain control7,8,24–30.
In sum, our results revealed two functionally different types of
interneuron in layer 4. One class had a simple receptive field and was
orientation-selective. The other kind had a complex receptive field and
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Figure 1 Morphology of smooth cells with simple
receptive fields. (a) Coronal view of a flaskshaped neuron with beaded dendrites and
partially labeled local axonal projections. In this
and all figures, dendrites and cell bodies are
shaded gray and axons black. (b) Coronal view of
an interneuron with a radial dendritic arbor and
an asymmetric projection pattern within layer 4.
(c) Long range basket cell with a thick dendritic
arbor in layer 4, dense projections to layer 2+3
and remote collaterals whose terminal clusters
favor layers 4 and 6. For this cell the
reconstruction is seen in both coronal (top) and
tangential (bottom) views.

was not tuned for orientation. The concerted
action of these cells not only helps to generate
orientation sensitivity but also preserves that
selectivity as stimulus strength changes29,31.
More generally, our results raise the possibility that separate groups of interneurons, some
selective for specific features of the stimulus
and others not, help give rise to a feature-specific representation of the visual scene and the
ability to maintain that picture over a wide
range of contrasts6,7,29,32.
RESULTS
Our results are from 11 adult cats. Of the ten
smooth cells we examined in layer 4, six were
simple and four were complex. A fifth complex cell recorded from upper layer 6, presumed inhibitory because of its membrane
properties33, had visual responses like those
recorded from complex cells in layer 4.
Smooth simple cells
For many years, the circuit diagram for the
push-pull model of the simple receptive field
has been as follows: excitatory drive is supplied by convergent input from thalamic
relay cells whose On or Off centers tile the On
or Off subregions of simple cells (Fig. 8a,
left). Inhibition is assumed to originate from
interneurons whose receptive fields resemble
those of their postsynaptic partners, save the
component subregions have opposite preferences for stimulus contrast (Fig. 8a, middle). We now provide direct evidence that this
inhibitory population exists.
Morphology
Drawings of three simple smooth cells accompanied by contour plots
of their receptive fields are shown in Fig. 1. Although the cells were
situated in mid layer 4 and had dendrites that largely respected laminar boundaries, each had a different axonal projection pattern. One
neuron that had a flask-shaped soma (10 µm) and beaded dendrites34–36 sent local projections within the home layer (Fig. 1a).
Another cell had a smaller soma (7 µm) and smooth, radial dendrites;
most of its axonal arbor swept to one side of the soma to course horizontally for 300 µm within the lower half of the layer, while sparser
branches on the opposite side targeted the upper aspect of the lamina
(Fig. 1b). A third interneuron, with a 14-µm soma, had an axon that
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ramified most densely in overlying layer 2 and 3 (layer 2+3). The cell
also sent longer-range projections that terminated preferentially in
layers 4 and 6 (Fig. 1c, top). The irregular spacing of these projections
is seen in tangential view (Fig. 1c, bottom); collaterals traveling due
right on the page emitted a web of branches in a region ∼0.4–1.4 mm
from the soma while the collaterals pointing bottom-right did not
form clusters for lengths >1 mm. Thus, simple interneurons in layer 4
are a morphologically diverse group, with some providing local connections and others sending projections across the cortical depth and
for long horizontal distances.
Receptive field structure
Is the variation known for receptive fields of excitatory simple cells
matched by that seen in inhibitory simple cells? To make the comparison, we tapped our database of excitatory simple cells22,37. In
each class of cell, spiny (Fig. 2b) and smooth (Fig. 2a), we found
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Figure 2 The receptive fields of smooth and spiny simple cells look alike.
Contour plots of the receptive fields of four smooth (a) and four spiny (b)
cells illustrate remarkable similarity between the two cell types. In this and
all figures, On subregions are shown in red and Off subregions in blue.
Within individual plots, each contour is smoothed and represents a 10%
decrement from the peak value; brightness indicates the magnitude of
response and the grid spacing was 0.85°. Action potentials were subtracted
from the recordings before the maps were made.

cells with compact fields that have two or three subregions (Fig. 2,
leftmost four panels) and with elongated fields with two or three
subregions (Fig. 2, rightmost four panels). The range in length/
width ratio for the strongest subregion of the receptive field for the
smooth cells (1.2–3.4) was similar to that for spiny cells we had analyzed in a previous study37 (1.3–4.0).
Similarity between the receptive field structure of the smooth and
spiny5,17,22,37,38 populations extended to the fine-grained level (Fig.
3); the push-pull pattern of excitation and inhibition was iterated
point-by-point. In Figure 3a, the push-pull pattern is easy to see at
the centers of each subregion (asterisks); for example, in the Off
subregion, the introduction of a dark stimulus evoked a depolarization, and the withdrawal of the dark stimulus led to a hyperpolarization. Accordingly, a bright stimulus flashed at the same spot
evoked inhibition followed by a prominent excitatory response that
corresponded to the removal of the bright stimulus. This profile was
seen throughout most of the field, with typical imbalances between
the push and pull at some locations. A second example of the distribution of push and pull is shown in Figure 3b for the same cell
drawn in Figure 1c. Although the cell was slightly hyperpolarized,
thus reducing the amplitude of the inhibition compared to that of

excitation, the overall pattern of spatially opponent excitation and
inhibition was apparent. Furthermore, we measured the separation
of subregions with an overlap index39; values ranged from ≤0 for
separated subregions to 1 for superposition. For the population of
simple cells, overlap indices ranged from –0.12 to 0.05, with an average of –0.06 ± 0.07 (mean ± s.d., n = 5).
Smooth simple cells also resembled spiny simple cells in the time
course of response, which reprises and extends envelopes of thalamic
activity20,22. For a representative population of spiny cells (n = 10),
the latency was 23.8 ± 4 ms, and the duration of the excitatory
responses to stimulus onset and withdrawal were 66.6 ± 18 ms and
165.9 ± 67.9 ms, respectively20,22. For five smooth cells, the corresponding values were similar (P > 0.05): 26.2 ± 4.0, 73.4 ± 8.0 and
129.4 ± 51.1 ms.
Orientation tuning
Previous studies suggest that excitatory and inhibitory inputs to simple cells have the same preference for stimulus orientation37,40. To
determine whether this arrangement is true for simple interneurons,
we measured their orientation tuning by sweeping bars across their
receptive fields (Fig. 4). A bright bar swept across the receptive field at
the preferred orientation (Fig. 4a, top) produced a strong depolarization as it coursed through the On subregion, a hyperpolarization as it
traveled through the Off subregion and then a strong excitatory
response after leaving the Off subregion. This second depolarizing
peak likely reflected the response of presynaptic Off-center relay cells
to the departure of the bright stimulus from the center of their receptive fields. A bar tilted 45° from the preferred angle first passed over the
upper-right portion of the On subregion and then simultaneously
crossed portions of the On and Off subregions. Thus, the response
began with a robust depolarizing component before adopting a low
and irregular silhouette, presumably the result of mixed excitation and
inhibition. Finally, the null-oriented stimulus, which fell over both
subregions, evoked a weak, overall depolarizing response along its

Figure 3 Push-pull structure of the smooth simple cell receptive field.
(a) Receptive field of the simple cells drawn in Fig. 1a. (b) Receptive field
of the simple cells drawn in Fig. 1c. Receptive fields are shown as an array
of trace pairs in which each position in the grid is represented by the
averaged responses to dark (black) and light (gray) squares flashed at the
corresponding location. On and Off subregions are approximated by dotted
ovals, and contour plots of the receptive fields are shown for reference. The
small vertical dashes indicate the onset of the stimulus, which was flashed
for 31 ms; stimulus size was 1.7° and the grid spacing was 0.85°. Asterisks
denote a central point in each subregion.
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Figure 4 Smooth simple cells are orientation-selective. (a) These three
traces illustrate the response of a simple cell (drawn in Fig. 1c) to
presentation of bright bars at the preferred orientation (top), oblique
(middle) and orthogonal (bottom) orientations; dashed lines indicate the
resting level. (b) Contour plot of same cell’s receptive field placed above
(left) orientation tuning curves for depolarization (gray trace),
hyperpolarization (dashed trace) and spikes (black trace) made from the
neural responses to a full cycle of oriented stimuli. Right, the Gaussian
fits of the data. (c,d) Contour plots and tuning curves for the same cells
drawn in Fig. 1a,c.

ferred the upper portion of layer 4, though some reached layer 5. A second reconstruction (Fig. 5b) shows the dense axonal arbor of a basket
cell in mid layer 4 (dendrites not recovered). The heavily branched
axonal arbor spanned all layers of cortex, with the thickest projections
carpeting a 450-µm swath of the full thickness of layer 4. Last, shown
in two views, is a long-range basket cell whose soma (24 µm) was in
mid layer 4 (Fig. 5c). The dendrites were largely restricted to the home
layer, save one process that entered layer 2+3 and another that reached
into layer 5. The vertically directed collaterals of the axonal arbor
spanned the cortical depth, forming prominent clusters in the infragranular laminae (Fig. 5c, left). The horizontal extent of the arbor is
best seen in tangential view (Fig. 5c, right).

course (Fig. 4a, bottom). Orientation tuning curves for the same cell
were constructed from responses to bright and dark bars and are
shown as plots made from the raw data and the Gaussian fits
(Fig. 4b). Each graph includes three curves—for depolarization, or net
excitation (gray line), hyperpolarization, or net inhibition (dashed
line) and firing rate (black line); bandwidths were 48°, 31° and 24°,
respectively, and all curves shared a common peak37. Results for two
additional cells are plotted in Figure 4c,d: bandwidths were 48°, 51°
and 36° and 62°, 31° and 24° respectively (further examples are provided in Supplementary Fig. 1 online). For all six cells, the average
bandwidths were 48.6 ± 15.8, 39.3 ± 20.6 and 26.6 ± 5.8. Unlike our
earlier study37, in which the average bandwidth for inhibition was 3°
broader than that for excitation, here it was 9° narrower. This disparity
likely reflects a difference in our protocols for smooth versus spiny
cells. That is, for smooth cells, we often held the membrane potential
well below spike threshold to reduce the risk of runaway activity that
can obscure synaptic potentials and distort suprathreshold responses.
By contrast, for most spiny cells, we were able to emphasize inhibition
by recording at relatively depolarized voltages37. Still, the critical measure of bandwidth for excitation for the population of six smooth cells,
49 ± 17°, is not significantly different from 50°, the value we found for
spiny cells37. Last, the average orientation indices, which measure
depth of tuning, were 0.72 ± 0.14 for net excitation, 0.90 ± 0.12 for net
inhibition, and 0.93 ± 0.12 for spikes.
Smooth complex cells: morphology
In addition to interneurons with simple receptive fields, layer 4 contains a group of smooth cells with complex receptive fields.
Reconstructions of three such cells accompanied by plots of their
receptive fields are shown in Figure 5. One interneuron had a small
soma (12 µm) located at the upper border of layer 4. Its dendrites
spread through upper layer 4 and lower layer 2+3, and its axon
arborized densely within range of the dendrites (Fig. 5a). Most axon
collaterals swept to one side of the soma, reaching 350 µm laterally, to
innervate layer 2+3 and, more densely, layer 4. Sparser collaterals on
the other side of the soma were more limited in lateral extent and pre-
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Receptive field structure
The receptive field structure of the smooth complex cells in layer 4
was typical of complex excitatory cells in the layer; all responded to
the sparse noise stimulus as if they received convergent input from
overlapping populations of On and Off center relay cells20—pushpush. This pattern is shown for two representative cells (Fig. 6).
Stimuli of both polarities evoked similar responses, an initial and late
depolarization often separated by a hyperpolarizing notch. As for all
cells in layer 4, the depolarizations reflected the time course of thalamic responses to stimulus onset and withdrawal20,22. Responses to
dark stimuli were more robust and widespread than those to light
stimuli for the neuron in Figure 6a (same cell, Fig. 5c). In the second
example, the responses to bright and dark stimuli were coextensive
(Fig. 6b; same cell, Fig. 5a). All four of the cells had similar overlap
indices, ranging 0.75–0.80, average 0.78 ± 0.03 (n = 4).
For the four smooth complex cells in layer 4, the average latency
was 21 ± 2.2 ms, the duration of the initial depolarization was 54.5 ±
20.1 ms, and that of the late depolarization was 98.8 ± 32.6 ms (values
for the cell in layer 6 were similar). The corresponding values for
spiny complex or otherwise non-simple cells in layer 4 are not significantly different from those found in a recent study20: 25 ± 4, 67 ± 28
and 96 ± 28 ms (n = 7).
Orientation tuning
Unlike the simple cells, none of the smooth complex cells showed
more than a weak bias for stimulus orientation (Fig. 7a). Responses to
dark bars swept across the field (cell in Fig. 5c) are shown on the
upper left. There was little systematic difference between the
responses evoked by the most effective stimulus and those elicited by
stimuli tilted 45° or 90° from that angle; each stimulus evoked an
irregular, largely depolarizing waveform. This lack of orientation
selectivity is captured by the orientation tuning curves and the fits of
those curves (Fig. 7b). The range of response that we observed is illustrated in Fig. 7c,d (responses of the unlabeled cell in upper 6 were as
in Fig. 7d). Further examples are provided in Supplementary Fig. 1
online. Because responses to all orientations were robust (>75% of
the peak response), we did not take measurements of bandwidth. The
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Figure 5 Morphology of smooth cells with
complex receptive fields. (a) Coronal view of a
basket cell at the border between layers 3 and
4, with especially dense projections in the
upper half of layer 4. (b) Coronal view of the
axon of a basket cell that projected densely
throughout layer 4 as well as across the
cortical depth. (c) Basket cell with dense local
and vertical projections as well as longer-range
collaterals that favored the border between
layers 4 and 3 and loci in layer 5. Both a
coronal (left) and tangential view (right) of the
cell are shown. Accompanying contour plots of
the receptive fields are shown as separate
maps of bright and dark responses.

values of the orientation indices were small:
0.18 ± 0.04 for net excitation, 0.23 ± 0.08 for
net inhibition and 0.31 ± 0.1 for spikes.
DISCUSSION
We explored the structure and function of
the inhibitory circuits that contribute to
visual processing in layer 4 of the cat’s primary visual cortex by physiologically and
anatomically characterizing interneurons.
Our context was the emergence of orientation selectivity in layer 4, and our results are
summarized in Figure 8. Feedforward models of orientation tuning (see ref. 19 for
review) typically assume a push-pull circuit
for the simple receptive field in which thalamic input initiates the push (Fig. 8a, left) and
intracortical inhibition the pull (Fig. 8a, middle). Here we provided concrete evidence for
the pull. Further, we showed that the simple
interneurons have receptive field structures
and orientation tuning properties indistinguishable from those of
their spiny counterparts (Fig. 8b, left). Thus, it seems that all simple
cells, both spiny and smooth, receive inhibitory input from simple
cells. Moreover, our results revealed a second component of the
inhibitory circuit in layer 4: a population of smooth cells with complex receptive fields that were neither sensitive to stimulus polarity
nor orientation (Fig. 8b, right). This finding complements various
models and previous experimental results that suggest that a source of
untuned inhibition both sharpens sensitivity for certain stimulus features and maintains that sensitivity across contrasts2,24,25,27–30. A
quantitative account of the differences between simple and complex
interneurons is provided as a scatter plot (Fig. 8c) in which depth of
tuning is plotted against degree of subregion overlap; simple and
complex cells segregated along both axes. Last, each population of
cell, simple and complex, sent projections that spanned all six layers
of cortex as well as travel long (>1 mm) horizontal distances.
Receptive field structure
A first goal was to understand if the pull in the push-pull model of the
simple receptive field could be reasonably explained by inhibitory simple cells. The receptive fields of simple cells vary in shape5,14,17. If the
pull is to reflect the push, a straightforward way to achieve that balance
would be a population of smooth cells with commensurately diverse
receptive fields19,41, which we found. The fine-grained structure of the
receptive fields of the spiny and smooth cells was similar as well. Thus it
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seems that both spiny and smooth cells are built by similar mechanisms. Functionally, the receptive field structure of the simple interneurons cells provides a means to explain how intracortical inhibition may
reduce activity driven by stimuli of uniform contrast that cross the border between subregions. This inhibition, for example, may have a role
in improving orientation sensitivity, spatial frequency selectivity and
specifying the spatial position of an object’s border5,17,29,31.
Four of the ten smooth cells we filled in layer 4 had complex receptive fields; the bulk of the projections they made were within the home
layer. How would the input of these complex interneurons influence
the spatial structure of receptive fields in layer 4? Imagine that a bright
light fell within an On subregion of a simple cell that received input
from simple and complex interneurons as pictured in Fig. 8. The thalamic excitation evoked by the bright stimulus might mask the
inhibitory contribution of the complex interneuron23–25,32,42, whereas
the simple interneuron would be silent. If a dark stimulus were flashed
in the same spot, inhibition from the simple and complex interneurons would sum as the pull. Thus the contribution of the smooth complex cells might not dictate the spatial structure of the receptive field
per se, but rather modulate the overall level of inhibition23–25,32,42.
Orientation tuning
The orientation tuning profiles of smooth simple cells were much like
those described for simple cells in general—excitation and inhibition
have similar preferences for stimulus angle18,37,40 (compare to refs.
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Figure 7 Smooth complex cells are not orientation-selective. (a) These three
traces illustrate the response of a complex cell (in Fig. 5c) to dark bars at three
orientations tilted 45° apart. (b) Contour plots of the receptive field atop
orientation tuning curves for depolarization (gray trace), hyperpolarization
(dashed trace) and spikes (black trace) made from the neural responses to a
full cycle of oriented stimuli (left) and the Gaussian fits of those curves (right).
The cell showed only a weak bias for orientation, as was typical for all other
smooth complex cells; two additional examples are provided in panels c and d.
Figure 6 Push-push structure of the complex smooth cell receptive field.
(a) Receptive field of the complex cell in Fig. 5c shown as an array of trace
pairs with contour plots provided for reference; conventions as for Fig. 3.
On responses fell within the regions of Off responses so that much of the
receptive field was characterized by overlapping excitation to bright and
dark stimuli. (b) Receptive field of the complex cell drawn in Fig. 5a. In
this case, the On and Off subregions are nearly coextensive; stimulus size
was 1.7° and the grid spacing was 0.85°.

23,25,42). There is also a report of simple cells whose excitatory and
inhibitory inputs do not share the same preference25, but these cells
may not have had simple receptive fields as originally defined5. Some
term receptive fields with one subregion as simple25,43 whereas we
adopt a definition based on the presence of adjacent On and Off subregions5. In earlier studies, we found that receptive fields with only
one subregion occupy later stages of processing20 where the relative
tuning of excitation and inhibition can diverge37.
The orientation tuning of the complex smooth cells in layer 4
was like that of thalamic relay cells7 rather than simple cells or
complex cells at later cortical stages37. That is, the complex
interneurons in layer 4 were excited nearly as strongly (>75%) by
stimuli of any angle including the null23,25,42. Potential roles for
this inhibition are discussed below. Finally, extracellular recordings
in cat15,43 and recent work in ferret44 also show that layer 4 contains
a population of untuned cells.

increasing vigor to stimuli of all orientations as contrast grows. In the
cortex, the picture is different. Although the peaks of cortical tuning
curves grow taller as stimulus contrast rises, bandwidth does not
broaden substantially6,7; that is, the level of cortical activity driven by
orthogonal stimuli is not elevated by increased thalamic drive. What
counters the contrast-dependent increase in ‘untuned’ thalamic firing
to provide contrast-invariant orientation selectivity in cortex? If
inhibitory simple cells resembled excitatory simple cells, they would
be too weakly excited by null oriented stimuli to do the job29,31.
Theoretical work29,31 suggests that smooth simple cells might
respond to all stimulus orientations and thus be able to cancel
untuned thalamic drive; our results only partially support this idea.
Although some smooth simple cells had broadly tuned responses to
our full contrast stimuli and were substantially excited by orthogonal
bars (see ref. 2), other cells were narrowly tuned and only moderately
excited at the null.
The complex smooth cells in layer 4 add a new element to the local
circuitry and essentially fill the gap that the past theoretical studies
defined29,31 and that recent theoretical work highlights32. That is, these
cells produce a source of inhibition unselective for stimulus angle or
polarity (phase). Given that the complex interneurons are strongly
excited by stimuli of high contrast, they may well be able to contribute
to contrast invariance and otherwise regulate levels of excitability.

Push-pull and contrast-invariant orientation tuning
The push-pull model provides a framework for orientation tuning,
but does a poor job of explaining how this selectivity is preserved as
stimulus contrast rises6,29,31. In the thalamus, relay cells respond with

Contrast invariance and orientation tuning in cat and primate
Prominent theories about orientation tuning in cats25,27–29,42 and primates24 rely on inhibition that is untuned or otherwise effective at the
null orientation26, which the smooth complex cells could provide32.
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Figure 8 Summary of results. (a) Wiring diagrams of inputs to simple cells
in layer 4. Cells are drawn as their receptive fields, minus signs label
interneurons. Left, the push in simple subregions is built from adjacent,
parallel rows of On and Off center thalamic relay cells. Middle, the pull is
made by thalamic input routed through smooth simple cells whose
receptive fields resemble those of their partners, except that overlapped
subregions have the reverse polarity. Right, a second source of inhibition is
provided by smooth complex cells that receive input from spatially
overlapping On and Off center relay cells. Note that this scheme applies for
the simple receptive fields of excitatory and inhibitory cells alike; that is,
for each type of simple cell, thalamic input initiates the push while
intracortical interneurons provide the pull. (b) Orientation selectivity of
interneurons in layer 4. Averaged orientation tuning curves (gray) and their
Gaussian fits (black) for simple cells (n = 6) and complex cells (n = 4),
depolarization (dotted traces), hyperpolarization (dashed traces) and spikes
(solid traces). (c) A comparison of receptive field structure and the depth of
orientation tuning of interneurons of layer 4. Scatter plot comparing indices
of subregion overlap with depth of orientation tuning. Results from simple
cells are filled squares, open squares for complex cells, with the asterisk
representing the putative smooth complex cell in layer 6. For the overlap
index, values near 0 indicate separate subregions, and those near 1
indicate symmetrically overlapped subregions; for the orientation index, 0
indicates the absence of orientation selectivity and 1 the maximum depth
of tuning. For each index, measurements were made from the net excitatory
responses. The pair of gray crossed lines within each grouping of points (for
simple and complex cells in layer 4) represents properties of the means of
the orientation and overlap indices. The intersection of the lines
corresponds to the mean values and the extension of the lines to the 95%
confidence intervals (calculated with a bootstrap method).

Moreover, recent work suggests that both tuned and global sources of
inhibition contribute to orientation dynamics in monkeys30.
Although there are great differences in the laminar circuitry across
species11,13 and likely in the generation of orientation tuning24,45, it is
encouraging to imagine that our results illustrate principles that are
evolutionarily conserved. Last, a recent model of suppressive mechanisms in cortex includes a role for synaptic depression46, and our supplemented circuit for the push-pull model certainly does not exclude
such a contribution.
Morphology of the inhibitory circuitry of layer 4
Our results complement existing profiles of inhibitory circuitry1,3,4
by providing a detailed view of the functional characteristics of identified smooth cells. Each population of smooth cells, simple and complex, projected both within their home layers and columns and to
remote sites. Unlike the horizontal connections sent by spiny
cells13,47, the longer-range projections of the smooth cells did not
appear to cluster with regular periodicity, recalling a previous study3
in which boutons of labeled basket cells were plotted over optically
imaged maps of cortex to find diverse relationships between
interneuronal output and functional architecture.
Comparison with somatosensory cortex
At the thalamocortical synapse in somatosensory cortex of rabbits
and rodents, excitatory cells are sensitive to the direction of whisker
displacement, whereas inhibitory (or suspected inhibitory9,10) cells
are rarely so8–10. This disparity reflects a difference in thalamic input
pattern; interneurons are supplied by multiple thalamic fibers each
tuned to a different direction of motion, whereas excitatory cells are
likely to receive a narrower projection8,9. The massive convergence of
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feedforward input to interneurons leads to fast, sensitive, synchronized responses that damp delayed or weak excitation8–10,48.
How does inhibitory circuitry in the cat’s visual cortex compare to
that in the rabbit’s somatosensory cortex? The chief similarity
between the two areas is the presence of interneurons untuned for
stimulus feature. Only the visual cortex, however, includes a prominent group of feature-specific smooth cells. In addition, the way that
receptive fields for spiny and smooth cells are made may differ
according to cortical area. Receptive fields of excitatory and
inhibitory cells in the somatosensory cortex are probably constructed
by separate patterns of thalamic input that, for the latter, are specialized for timing9,10,49 . Although cells in layer 4 of the visual cortex also
fall into different groups based on receptive field type—simple or
complex, each apparently built by a different arrangement of thalamic
input—there is not a parallel divide between excitatory and
inhibitory cells. That is, in layer 4, spiny and smooth simple cells have
similar receptive fields, as do spiny and smooth complex cells20.
Hence, strategies for processing different types of sensory information may be related but not necessarily the same.
METHODS
Physiological preparation. Experimental subjects were adult cats (1.5–3.5 kg).
We used standard methods for anesthesia, surgery and refracting the eyes as
described in earlier studies20,37. All procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Rockefeller University and
USC in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health.
Recording and data acquisition and membrane properties. The methods used
for recording were identical to those used in earlier studies20,37. Voltage-current
relationships were measured before and after each stimulus cycle to monitor
changes in the access and input resistances, threshold for firing and membrane
time constant (range 6–28 ms). It was often impractical to assign absolute resting potential, as the ratio of access to seal resistance led to a voltage division of
the neural signal22. Moreover, we could not always resolve entire spikes because
fast events were filtered by the recording circuit, though shapes of undershoots
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were preserved so that we were able to characterize smooth cells as fast (n = 10)
or low threshold spiking (n = 1, see Fig. 1a)33–36.
Receptive-field mapping. Receptive fields were hand-plotted to position the
stimulus monitor and then mapped quantitatively with a modified22 sparse
noise protocol17; individual light and dark squares were flashed briefly (31–38
ms) in pseudo-random order 16 times on a 16 × 16 square grid; square size,
0.85–1.7°; contrast, 50–70%. Receptive fields were classified as simple or complex based on response to the sparse noise5,14,17,20,22, except for one simple cell
classified from responses to moving bars. Cells were classified as simple if their
receptive fields included adjacent On and Off subregions: bright stimuli excite
and dark ones inhibit in On subregions, and the reverse is true in Off subregions (push-pull)43. Complex cells were defined by their lack of segregated On
and Off subregions. The complex cells in layer 4 had spatially overlapping excitatory responses to bright and dark stimuli (push-push). By contrast, some
complex cells in regions not contacted by thalamic afferents (e.g., layers 2+3 or
5) respond to only one polarity of the stimulus (push-null). Although we did
not test cells with sinusoidal gratings, it is likely that the simple cell’s responses
would have tracked the fundamental frequency, as might have some complex
cells more responsive to stimuli of one polarity than the other50.
Plots of receptive fields were made in two ways, as contour plots or as arrays
of trace pairs. For simple receptive fields, contour plots were made by subtracting dark from bright (spike subtracted) responses, whereas for complex receptive fields, plots for bright and dark stimuli are shown separately. For the arrays
of trace pairs, each position on the stimulus grid is represented by two stacked
traces showing the (spike subtracted) average to all bright or dark stimuli
flashed at that point.
Last, we described the spatial structure of receptive fields by means of an
overlap index39:

Overlap index =

0.5Wp + 0.5Wn – d

where Wp and Wn are the widths of the On and Off subregions, respectively,
and d is the distance between the peak positions of the response to dark and
bright stimuli. The value of the index is negative for separated subregions and
approaches 1 for subregions that overlap symmetrically.
The parameters used to calculate the index were obtained by fitting each
subregion (the excitatory responses to bright or to dark stimuli) with an elliptical Gaussian:

f (x, y) =

2πab

exp(–

x´2
2a2

–

y´2

A
w √ 2π

exp(–

(x – xc)2
2w 2

)+ yo

where y0 = offset; xc = center; w =standard deviation and A = area. Orientation
preference was defined as the center of the Gaussian (xc) and bandwidth as
half-width at half-height.
Since some cells have flat tuning curves, they are not well described by
Gaussians2. Thus, we provide an alternate description of orientation selectivity
that measures the depth of tuning2:

Orientation index =

Rmax – Rmin
Rmax

where Rmax is the maximum response and Rmin the minimal response to the
moving bars described above.
Morphological identification. After perfusion and histological processing22,
labeled neurons were drawn using a camera lucida or a computerized system
(Microbrightfield, Inc.). Inhibitory cells were identified by anatomical convention; they typically have sparsely spinous or aspinous (smooth) dendrites
and axonal arbors that differ from those of excitatory cells1,3,4,11,12,33.
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for which A is the amplitude of the Gaussian, a and b are the half axes of the
ellipse, and the quantities x′ and y′ are transformations of the coordinates x
and y, taking into account the angle of the ellipse and its offset (xc and yc)
with respect to the stimulus grid. Thus, there were six free parameters in the
fitting procedure. To minimize the mean square error between the data and
the fitting function, we used the Nelder-Mead simplex direct search (fminsearch in Matlab, MathWorks). The width of each subregion width was measured at 5% of the maximal height of the Gaussian, and the position of the
peak was taken from the maximum of the Gaussian. For cells with three subregions, we used the average of the indices describing the offset between the
center and each flank.
Measuring orientation tuning. Orientation tuning curves were made from
responses to 4–8 repetitions of a bar swept at the best direction for eight different orientations for 180° of visual space; bar width, 0.85°; velocity, 10°/s; angular resolution, 22°; contrast, 100%. Net excitation (depolarization) was
defined as the part of the response that fell between rest and more positive
voltages; net inhibition (hyperpolarization) was defined in a similar way
(measures were made from spike-subtracted records). For simple cells, measurements were confined to a time window set by the duration of the strongest
depolarizing response evoked from the strongest subregion by optimally oriented bars (bright and dark); the window was centered on the peak response at
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f (x) =

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.

0.5Wp + 0.5Wn + d

A

each orientation. This normalization procedure corrected for differences in
the time taken for stimuli to cross the length versus width of elongated subregions37. As complex receptive fields were not elongated, it was not necessary to
use a window37. Each tuning curve was fit to a Gaussian function:
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